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QUASI-POLYNOMIALS AND THE SINGULAR [Q,R] = 0 THEOREM
YIANNIS LOIZIDES
Abstract. In this short note we revisit the ‘shift-desingularization’ version of the [Q,R] = 0
theorem for possibly singular symplectic quotients. We take as starting point an elegant proof
due to Szenes-Vergne of the quasi-polynomial behavior of the multiplicity as a function of the
tensor power of the prequantum line bundle. We use the Berline-Vergne index formula and
the stationary phase expansion to compute the quasi-polynomial, adapting an early approach
of Meinrenken.
1. Introduction
Let (M,ω) be a compact connected symplectic manifold equipped with an action of a compact
connected Lie group G by symplectomorphisms. Suppose that the action of G is Hamiltonian,
meaning that there is a G-equivariant map, the moment map,
µg : M → g
∗,
where g∗ is the dual of the Lie algebra g = Lie(G), satisfying the moment map condition
ι(XM )ω = −d〈µg,X〉, X ∈ g. (1)
Let (L,∇L) be a G-equivariant prequantum line bundle with connection on M , i.e. L is a
G-equivariant Hermitian line bundle with compatible connection ∇L, (∇L)2 = −2πiω and the
derivative of the G-action on L satisfies Kostant’s condition
LLX −∇
L
XM = 2πi〈µg,X〉.
Choose a compatible almost complex structure J on M , i.e. ω(Jw, Jv) = ω(w, v) and
ω(w, Jv) =: g(w, v) is a Riemannian metric. Let DL denote the Dolbeault-Dirac operator
twisted by (L,∇L), an elliptic differential operator acting on sections of the spinor bundle
∧T ∗0,1M ⊗ L. The kernel of DL carries an action of G, and the G-equivariant index is defined
to be the difference indexG(DL) := ker(D
even
L ) − ker(D
odd
L ) of the kernel of DL on even/odd
degree forms, regarded as an element of the representation ring R(G).
The quantization-commutes-with-reduction theorem ([Q,R] = 0 theorem) describes the
multiplicity of the trivial representation indexG(DL)
G in terms of the symplectic quotient
M red := µ−1g (0)/G. When 0 is a regular value of µg, M
red is an orbifold and the theorem
states that indexG(D)
G equals the index of the twisted Dolbeault-Dirac operator DredLred on
M red. The theorem was first conjectured by Guillemin-Sternberg [3], and the general case (M ,
G both compact, 0 a regular value) was first proved by Meinrenken [8]. Different proofs of the
[Q,R] = 0 theorem were given by Tian-Zhang [15] and Paradan [11]. The theorem has since
been extended in various directions.
There are versions of the [Q,R] = 0 theorem when 0 is not necessarily a regular value, due
to Meinrenken-Sjamaar [10]; below we will give a precise statement of one of these results,
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involving a partial shift desingularization, i.e. indexG(DL)
G is related to the index on the
symplectic quotient at a nearby weakly regular value. At the same time, we introduce some
notation that will be of use later on.
Fix a maximal torus T with Lie algebra t. Let Λ ⊂ t∗ the (real) weight lattice, and R ⊂ Λ
the set of roots. We also fix a closed positive Weyl chamber t+, which determines a set of
positive (resp. negative) roots R±. For each relatively open face σ ⊂ t
∗
+, the stabilizer Gξ of
points ξ ∈ σ under the coadjoint action, does not depend on ξ, and will be denoted Gσ. If
σ1 ⊂ σ2 then Gσ1 ⊃ Gσ2 . Note also that Gσ is connected and contains the maximal torus T .
The Lie algebra gσ decomposes into its semi-simple and central parts
gσ = [gσ, gσ]⊕ zσ.
The subspace z∗σ ⊂ t
∗ is defined to be the annihilator of [gσ, gσ], or equivalently the fixed point
set of the coadjoint Gσ action. The face σ is an open subset of z
∗
σ.
Let ∆ = φg(M)∩t
∗
+ be the moment polytope. A well-known theorem in symplectic geometry
states that there is a unique face σ ⊂ t∗+ of minimal dimension such that ∆ ⊂ σ (briefly, this is
a consequence of (1), which implies that dµg has constant rank on the top dimensional G-orbit
type stratum, and the complement of the latter has codimension at least 2); σ is called the
principal face or principal wall. The corresponding symplectic cross-section, called the principal
cross-section,
Y = µ−1g (σ)
is a Hamiltonian Gσ-space. Moreover the semi-simple part [Gσ , Gσ ] of Gσ acts trivially on Y .
For further details, see for example [5] and references therein.
Let I ⊂ z∗σ be the smallest affine subspace containing ∆. Let tI ⊂ t be the annihilator of the
subspace parallel to I, and let TI = exp(tI) ⊂ T be the corresponding subtorus. By equation
(1), tI is the generic infinitesimal stabilizer of Y . In particular TI acts trivially, hence the
quotient torus T/TI acts on Y . The moment map µg may have no non-trivial regular values.
But the restriction
µg|Y : Y → I
viewed as a map with codomain I, always has non-trivial regular values, and we will refer to
these as weakly-regular values. If ξ is a weakly-regular value, then the reduced space Mξ =
µ−1g (ξ)/Gσ is an orbifold. Let Lξ = L|µ−1g (ξ)/Gσ be the corresponding (orbifold) line bundle
over Mξ.
Theorem 1.1 ([10], see also [12]). Let (M,ω, µg) be a compact connected Hamiltonian G-space
with moment polytope ∆. If 0 /∈ ∆ then indexG(DL)
G = 0. Otherwise for every weakly-regular
value ξ ∈ ∆ sufficiently close to 0, indexG(DL)
G equals the index of the Dolbeault-Dirac operator
DredLξ on the reduced space Mξ.
Applying Kawasaki’s index theorem for orbifolds, one obtains a cohomological formula for
indexG(DL)
G in terms of characteristic forms on the reduced space. It is this expression that
we will derive in Section 3, so we state the formula here. This involves some further background
on orbifolds, for which we refer the reader to, for example, [2, Appendix A], [8, Section 2].
A small warning is that we will not require the action of isotropy groups in orbifold charts to
be effective (this is in agreement with the references [2, 8] mentioned above). One advantage
of permitting this, is that for a locally free action of a compact Lie group K on a manifold P ,
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the corresponding orbifold P/K has orbifold charts given automatically by the slice theorem,
with the isotropy groups being simply the isotropy groups for the action of K on P . In fact all
the orbifolds that we will encounter will arise naturally as such quotients.
Remark 1.2. For orbifolds presented as quotients P/K in this way, one could alternatively avoid
mentioning orbifolds altogether by working instead with suitable K-basic structures on P . An
example that will appear later is the description of characteristic classes. A K-equivariant
vector bundle E → P determines an orbifold vector bundle E/K over P/K. A choice of
connection θ on P determines a Cartan map (cf. [9]) from closed K-equivariant forms α(X)
on P to closed K-basic forms: α(X) 7→ Πhorα(Fθ), where Fθ is the curvature and Πhor the
projection onto the horizontal part. One option for defining characteristic forms of E/K is in
terms of the image of K-equivariant characteristic forms of E under the Cartan map.
Since ξ is a weakly-regular value, the action of K = T/TI on the level set
P = µ−1g (ξ)
is locally free. The set SP of elements g ∈ T/TI such that P
g 6= ∅ is finite. For each g ∈ SP ,
we obtain an orbifold
Σg = P
g/(T/TI ), Σ =
⊔
g∈SP
Σg.
Note that Σ1 = P/(T/TI ) =Mξ identifies with the reduced space itself, and more generally Σg
identifies with a symplectic quotient of Y g. For each g ∈ SP there is an immersion Σg →֒ Σ in-
duced by P g →֒ P . Let νΣg,Σ denote the (orbifold) normal bundle (the quotient νP g,P/(T/TI )),
which inherits a complex structure from the almost complex structures on Y , Y g. Define the
characteristic form
DgC(νΣg,Σ) = detC(1− g
−1
ν e
− i
2pi
F )
where gν denotes the action of g on the normal bundle (defined in terms of an orbifold chart,
or in terms of νP g,P ), and F denotes the curvature. Taking the quotient of L|P g we obtain
(orbifold) line bundles
LΣg = (L|P g)/(T/TI ), LΣ =
⊔
g∈SP
LΣg .
There is a locally constant function
gL : Σg → U(1)
giving the phase of the action of g on LΣg (or equivalently on L|P g). Finally let d : Σ→ Z be the
locally constant function giving the size of a generic isotropy group for Σ (or equivalently the
number of elements in the generic stabilizer for the T/TI action on ⊔P
g). The cohomological
formula for the index on Mξ is:
index(DredLξ ) =
∑
g∈SP
∫
Σg
1
d
gLCh(LΣ)Td(Σ)
DgC(νΣg,Σ)
. (2)
To derive Theorem 1.1, following Szenes-Vergne [14] and Meinrenken [7] we consider tensor
powers Lk, k ∈ Z>0 of the prequantum line bundle. For a dominant weight λ, let χλ ∈ R(G)
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denote the character of the irreducible representation of G with highest weight λ. We define
the multiplicity function mG(k, λ) by the expression
indexG(DLk) =
∑
λ∈Λ∩t∗
+
mG(k, λ)χλ.
An important theme is that the function mG(k, λ) has more coherent behavior than its restric-
tion to any fixed value of k. We take as starting point an elegant proof due to Szenes and Vergne
[14] of the following result, originally due to Meinrenken-Sjamaar [10] (see also [11, 12, 13]).
Recall that a function f on a lattice Γ in a real vector space V is said to be quasi-polynomial if
there is a sublattice Γ′ with Γ/Γ′ finite and f restricts to a polynomial function on each coset
of Γ′.
Theorem 1.3 ([10]). Suppose 0 ∈ ∆. There is a closed polytope p ⊂ ∆ of the same dimension
as ∆ and containing the origin such that mG(k, λ) is quasi-polynomial on the set of integral
points (Z⊕ Λ) ∩ Cp contained in the cone
Cp = {(t, tξ)|t ∈ (0,∞), ξ ∈ p} ⊂ R× t
∗.
If 0 /∈ ∆ then m(k, 0) = 0 for all k ≥ 1.
The theorem is not stated in precisely this form in [14], but we will explain how the statement
here follows fairly quickly from their techniques, see Section 2. In particular, if ξ ∈ p is rational,
then we obtain a quasi-polynomial function k 7→ mG(k, kξ), defined for k ∈ nZ>0 ⊂ Z>0, where
n ∈ Z>0 (which depends on ξ) is the least positive integer such that nξ ∈ Λ. We adapt an idea
of Meinrenken [7] to compute this quasi-polynomial using the Berline-Vergne index formula and
the principle of stationary phase. The output of the stationary phase formula is an asymptotic
expansion for mG(k, kξ) in powers of k (allowing functions that are periodic in k as coefficients
as well). As one knows in advance that this function is in fact quasi-polynomial in k, one
concludes that the expansion gives the exact result for all k ∈ nZ>0. Setting kξ = λ, we obtain
a formula for mG(k, λ) on Cp, which coincides with (2) when evaluated at (k, λ) = (1, 0). One
important simplification is that, using again the fact that m is known in advance to be quasi-
polynomial on Cp, it is enough to do the stationary phase calculation for ξ in any smaller open
subset p′ ⊂ p—in particular p′ need not contain ξ = 0, even though this is where we eventually
want to evaluate mG. The ‘shift desingularization’ in Theorem 1.1 emerges naturally from
this observation. The final result of the stationary phase calculation will be the cohomological
formula (2).
The article of Meinrenken-Sjamaar [10] contains, besides Theorem 1.1, a wealth of detailed
information about singular reduction and [Q,R] = 0. Our goal in this short note is much
more modest. We also do not make a great claim of originality, and in particular the debt to
[14] and [7] will be apparent. Part of our motivation stems from the hope that the article of
Szenes-Vergne [14], in combination with this note, will provide a more elementary treatment
of the [Q,R] = 0 theorem than was previously available.
Acknowledgements. I thank M. Vergne and E. Meinrenken for helpful conversations.
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2. Quasi-polynomials and the multiplicity function
The quotient g/t can be identified with the unique Ad(T )-invariant complement to t in g. Let
t ⊂ h ⊂ g be a T -invariant subspace. We may similarly identify h/t and g/h with subspaces of
g. The choice of positive roots R+ determines a complex structure on g/t, whose +i-eigenspace
is identified with the direct sum of the positive root spaces:
(g/t)1,0 ≃
⊕
α∈R+
gα.
We obtain similar complex structures on g/h, h/t, whose +i-eigenspaces are direct sums of
positive roots spaces. We will write det
g/t
C (a) (resp. det
g/h
C (a), det
h/t
C (a)) for the determinant
of a complex linear endomorphism a of g/t (resp. g/h, h/t). An example is the endomorphism
Adt, t ∈ T (resp. adX , X ∈ t); in this case we will simply write det
g/t
C (t) instead of det
g/t
C (Adt)
(resp. det
g/t
C (X) instead of det
g/t
C (adX)), the action of T (resp. t) on g/t being understood.
Then for example if t = eX ∈ T ,
det
g/t
C (1− t
−1) =
∏
α∈R+
(1− t−α) =
∏
α∈R+
(1− e−2pii〈α,X〉), det
g/t
C (−X) =
∏
α∈R+
−2πi〈α,X〉.
For λ ∈ Λ ∩ t∗+, the Weyl character formula says that for t ∈ T ,
χλ(t) · det
g/t
C (1− t
−1) =
∑
w∈W
(−1)l(w)tw(λ+ρ)−ρ (3)
where W is the Weyl group and ρ is the half sum of the positive roots. The right-hand-side is
an element of R(T ) with multiplicity function mλ obtained by Fourier transform. Note that
• mλ is anti-symmetric under the ρ-shifted action of the Weyl group:
mλ(w(µ + ρ)− ρ) = (−1)
l(w)mλ(µ).
• The support of mλ|Λ∩t∗
+
is {λ}, where it takes the value 1.
Conversely these two properties determine mλ: it is the unique W -anti-symmetric function on
Λ extending the multiplicity function of χλ.
Definition 2.1. There is a unique ρ-shifted W -anti-symmetric extension
m(k,−) : Λ→ Z
of mG(k,−) : Λ ∩ t
∗
+ → Z, with corresponding character
Q(k, t) := indexT (DLk)(t) · det
g/t
C (1− t
−1).
We define
µ = prt∗ ◦ µg
to be the composition of the moment map µg with the projection to t
∗. Then µ is a moment
map for the action of T on M . Suppose t ∈ T is sufficiently generic, so that M t = MT . The
Atiyah-Bott-Segal formula for the index yields
Q(k, t) =
∑
F⊂MT
tkµF
∫
F
ekωTd(F )
DtC(νF )
det
g/t
C (1− t
−1), (4)
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where the sum is over connected components F of MT , and µF denotes the constant value of
the moment map µ on F . The multiplicity m is obtained by Fourier transform of (4).
Key to the approach in [14] is a different expression for m(k, λ) that we briefly describe here.
The formula depends on the choice of an invariant inner product on g, as well as a generic point
γ contained in t∗+ and sufficiently close to 0 (see [14, p.21] for the meaning of ‘generic’ here).
Using the inner product we identify t ≃ t∗. We need some additional notation:
• Let CompT (M) denote the set of connected components of M
H , as H ranges over all
(connected) sub-tori of T .
• For C ∈ CompT (M), let tC ⊂ t be its generic infinitesimal stabilizer. Let AC be the
smallest affine subspace containing the image µ(C). In particular AM is the smallest
affine subspace containing µ(M). Note that AC is a translate of the annihilator of tC .
• Let γC ∈ AC be the orthogonal projection of γ onto AC , and let τC = γC − γ.
The Szenes-Vergne-Paradan formula [14, Theorem 44] is a sum of contributions:
m =
∑
C
mC (5)
where C ranges over components C ∈ CompT (M) such that γC ∈ µg(C). Szenes-Vergne
derive this formula directly from (4) using an interesting combinatorial rearrangement, the
main ingredient of which is a decomposition formula for Kostant-type partition functions. The
formula is inspired by, and closely related to, the work of Paradan [11]. The fact that only
a subset of the components in CompT (M) contribute is non-trivial and quite important for
[Q,R] = 0. The proof given by Szenes-Vergne involves studying the asymptotic behavior of the
mC ’s using the Berline-Vergne formula and the principle of stationary phase. It goes back to
results of Paradan [11], who proved a closely related result using transversally elliptic symbols
and K-theoretic methods. Note that Szenes-Vergne assume for simplicity that MT consists of
isolated fixed points, but it is not difficult to handle the general case with the same methods;
see for example [6, Section 7] for some indications of how this can be done.
The terms in (5) have the following additional properties:
• The function mC restricts to a quasi-polynomial on each Λ-translate of the set (Z⊕Λ)∩
AC , where
AC = {(k, kξ)|k ∈ Z>0, ξ ∈ AC}.
• Let wt(νC) denote the list of complex weights (for the compatible almost complex struc-
ture J) for the tC action on the normal bundle νC . If AC 6= t
∗ and λ ∈ Λ is in the
support of mC(k,−) then λ satisfies the inequality
〈τC , λ〉 ≥ k〈τC , γC〉+
∑
δ∈wt(νC)
〈τC ,δ〉>0
〈τC , δ〉 −
∑
α∈R+
〈τC ,α〉>0
〈τC , α〉. (6)
See the proof of [14, Theorem 45].
It is shown in [14, Theorem 45] that these properties imply that k 7→ m(k, 0) is a quasi-
polynomial function. Indeed if α ∈ R+ and 〈τC , α〉 > 0, then 〈γC , α〉 > 0 and it is a consequence
of the cross-section theorem (cf. [5]) that α|tC appears in the list of weights wt(νC), hence the
difference between the two sums in (6) is always non-negative. For γ sufficiently close to
zero the pairing 〈τC , γC〉 ≥ 0 with equality if and only if 0 ∈ AC . Thus if 0 /∈ AC then (6)
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implies 0 /∈ supp(mC(k,−)). On the other hand if 0 ∈ AC then the first property implies that
k 7→ mC(k, 0) is quasi-polynomial. We return now to Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Suppose first that 0 /∈ µg(M). Then, choosing γ sufficiently close to 0,
we can ensure that for each C such that 0 ∈ AC we have γC /∈ µg(M) (a fortiori γC /∈ µg(C)),
hence mC does not appear in (5). Thus each non-zero term mC in (5) satisfies 0 /∈ AC ,
which implies 〈τC , γC〉 > 0. Then (6) (and the argument of the preceding paragraph) shows
that the support of mC(k,−) is contained in the half-space kHC = {ξ|〈ξ, γC 〉 ≥ k〈τC , γC〉}.
Since 〈τC , γC〉 > 0, the point 0 is contained in the complement of this half-space, and thus
mC(k, 0) = 0 for all k ≥ 1.
Suppose 0 ∈ µg(M). The argument in the preceding paragraph shows that we need only
worry about contributions mC such that 0 ∈ AC . In this case 〈τC , γC〉 = 0 and (6) simplifies to
〈τC , λ〉 ≥
∑
δ∈wt(νC)−R
τC
+
〈τC ,δ〉>0
〈τC , δ〉, (7)
where RτC+ denotes the set of positive roots α such that 〈τC , α〉 > 0, and wt(νC)−R
τC
+ denotes
the list of weights on νC with one copy of α|tC removed for each α ∈ R+ satisfying 〈τC , α〉 > 0.
We begin by ruling out contributions from components C ∈ CompT (M) such that γC /∈ t
∗
+.
Indeed in this case there exists a negative root α ∈ R− such that 〈γC , α〉 > 0. Since γ ∈ t
∗
+,
〈γ, α〉 ≤ 0 and so
〈τC , α〉 = 〈γC , α〉 − 〈γ, α〉 > 0.
It follows from the cross-section theorem that α|tC ∈ wt(νC). As α /∈ R+, we see that 〈τC , α〉
indeed contributes in (7), hence the support of mC(k,−) is contained in a half-space not
containing 0.
We are left to consider contributions from C ∈ CompT (M) such that 0 ∈ AC and γC ∈ ∆ =
µg(M) ∩ t
∗
+. Let ∆reg ⊂ ∆ be the relatively open dense subset of weakly regular values. The
connected components of ∆reg are relatively open polytopes inside the subspace I. Choose a
component a ⊂ ∆reg containing 0 in its closure. We may choose γ ∈ t
∗
+ such that its projection
γI onto I lies in a. The fibre µ
−1
g (γI) is connected and contained inM
TI , hence there is a unique
connected component CI ⊂ M
TI containing µ−1g (γI). Then ACI = I, and the corresponding
contribution mCI may be non-zero at (k, 0) ∈ Z ⊕ Λ. But mCI is quasi-polynomial on the set
AC = {(k, kξ)|k > 0, ξ ∈ I}, consistent with Theorem 1.3.
The final situation to consider are the contributions from C ∈ CompT (M) such that 0 ∈ AC
and γC ∈ ∆ \∆reg. Then AC is a proper subspace of I. Let σ be the face of t
∗
+ containing γC .
The subset
U = Gσ ·
⋃
τ⊃σ
τ
where the union is taken over relatively open faces of t∗+ whose closure contains σ, is a slice
for the coadjoint Gσ-action. Let Y = µ
−1
g (U) be the corresponding symplectic cross-section,
cf. [5, Remark 3.2, Theorem 3.3]. Consider the function f = 〈τC , µ〉|Y : Y → R, for which
C ∩ Y ⊂ Y τC = Crit(f) is a critical submanifold. Note that f |C∩Y = 〈τC , γC〉 = 0. A result
from symplectic geometry says that in a suitable tubular neighborhood of C ∩ Y , the function
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f takes the form
f(z1, ..., zn) = −π
∑
j
|zj |
2〈τC , δj〉 (8)
where δj ∈ wt(νC∩Y,Y ), 〈τC , δj〉 6= 0, zj is a vector in the subbundle of νC∩Y,Y where tC acts
with weight δj , and |zj | denotes its norm with respect to a suitable Hermitian structure.
Let S be the line segment with endpoints γI and γC . By convexity S ⊂ ∆. The inverse
image µ−1g (S) ⊂ Y is connected since µg has connected fibres. We claim that 〈τC , γI〉 < 0.
Indeed since AC ⊂ I = ACI we have
〈γI − γ, γI〉 = 0 and 〈γC − γI , γC〉 = 0
because γI (resp. γC) is the orthogonal projection of γ (resp. γI) onto I = ACI (resp. AC).
Thus
0 > −‖γC − γI‖
2 = 〈γC − γI , γI〉 = 〈γC − γ, γI〉 = 〈τC , γI〉
as claimed. Thus along the line segment S, f varies between its absolute minimum 〈τC , γI〉 <
0 on the fibre µ−1g (γI) and its absolute maximum 〈τC , γC〉 = 0 on the fibre µ
−1
g (γC). By
connectedness of µ−1g (S) and equation (8), there must exist a δj such that 〈τC , δj〉 > 0.
By the cross-section theorem νY,M |C∩Y ≃ (C ∩ Y )× g
⊥
γC
, where the orthogonal complement
g⊥γC is embedded in TM |C∩Y as the orbit directions. The weights R
τC
+ which are removed in
(7) can be identified with the weights of the tC-action on νY,M |C∩Y . With this understanding
we have wt(νC∩Y,Y ) ⊂ wt(νC)−R
τC
+ . Thus δj indeed contributes to (7), and we conclude that
the support of mC(k,−) is contained in a half-space that does not contain 0. This completes
the proof. 
3. Stationary phase calculation
Let t ∈ T . By the Berline-Vergne formula, for X ∈ t sufficiently small one has
Q(k, teX ) = Qt(k,X) :=
∫
M t
tkLe
k(ω+2pii〈µ,X〉)Td(M t, 2pii X)
DtC(νM t,M ,
2pi
i X)
det
g/t
C (1− t
−1e−X), (9)
where Td(M t, 2pii X), D
t
C(νM t,M ,
2pi
i X) denote equivariant extensions of the usual Chern-Weil
forms, closed with respect to the differential d+2πiι(XM ), obtained by replacing curvatures with
equivariant curvatures (evaluated at 2pii X) in the usual formulas (cf. [1] for details, although
note that we are using the topologist’s convention for characteristic classes).
Let Br denote the ball of radius r > 0 around the origin in g/t. Let µg/t denote the
composition of µg with the quotient map g→ g/t. Let g
t ⊂ g denote the fixed-point set of Adt.
Then Btr is a neighborhood of 0 in g
t/t. Recall gt/t, g/gt are equipped with complex structures
such that their +i-eigenspaces are identified with sums of positive root spaces. Equip gt/t
with the orientation induced by the complex structure, and let τgt/t(X) be a T -equivariant
Thom form with support contained in Btr, closed for the differential d − ι(XM ). Consider the
T -equivariant differential form on gt/t (closed for the differential d+ 2πiι(Xgt/t)) given by
Cht(b, 2pii X) = det
g/gt
C (1− t
−1e−X)det
gt/t
C
(1− e−X
X
)
τgt/t(
2pi
i X),
where Rg
t
+ ⊂ R+ is a set of positive roots of g
t. The map µg/t restricts to a map M
t → gt/t,
which we use to pull back the form Cht(b, 2pii X).
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Lemma 3.1.
Qt(k,X) =
∫
µ−1
g/t
(Btr)
tkLe
k(ω+2pii〈µ,X〉)Td(M t, 2pii X)
DtC(νM t,M ,
2pi
i X)
Cht(b, 2pii X). (10)
Proof. The pullback of τgt/t(X) to 0 ∈ g
t/t is the equivariant Euler class, which (since 0 is just
a point) is the function ∏
α∈Rg
t
+
−〈α,X〉 = det
gt/t
C (
i
2piX).
Note also that t acts trivially on gt/t, since gt is the fixed point subspace under the adjoint
action. It follows that the pullback of Cht(b, 2pii X) to 0 ∈ g
t/t is the function det
g/t
C (1−t
−1e−X).
Since pullback to {0} = (gt/t)T is injective on equivariant cohomology classes, Cht(b, 2pii X),
det
g/t
C (1 − t
−1e−X) determine the same class in T -equivariant cohomology of gt/t. As M is
compact, we may make this replacement in (9) without changing the value of the integral. 
Remark 3.2. The reason for the notation is that Cht(b, 2pii X) is a representative for the t-
twisted Chern character of a Bott element b ∈ K0T (g/t), which generates the latter as an
R(T ) = K0T (pt)-module. To be more precise, b is the generator whose pullback to 0 ∈ g/t is
[∧evn−]− [∧
oddn−] ∈ K
0
T (pt), n− being the direct sum of the negative root spaces.
Since T is compact, there exists a finite set S ⊂ T and an open cover {Ut|t ∈ S} of T where
Ut is a small open ball around t in T such that Q(k, te
X) is given by Qt(k,X) for te
X ∈ Ut.
Let σt, t ∈ S be bump functions on t such that {tˆ∗σt|t ∈ S} is a partition of unity subordinate
to the cover, where tˆ is the map
tˆ : t→ T, X 7→ teX ,
which we may assume restricts to a diffeomorphism of a small ball around 0 ∈ t onto Ut. By
equations (9) and (10)
Q =
∑
t∈S
tˆ∗(σtQt).
The multiplicity function m is the Fourier transform of Q:
m(k, λ) =
∑
t∈S
∫
t
σt(X)(te
X )−λQt(k,X).
To do the stationary phase calculation (for k → ∞) following the approach outlined in the
introduction, we now set λ = kξ where ξ ∈ (Λ⊗Q)∩p is a weakly regular value of µg contained
in a chamber p ⊂ ∆ as in Theorem 1.3, k ∈ nZ>0 and n is the least positive integer such that
nξ ∈ Λ. Thus
m(k, kξ) =
∑
t
t−kξ
∫
t
dXσt(X)
∫
µ−1
g/t
(Btr)
tkLTd(M
t, 2pii X)
DtC(νM t,M ,
2pi
i X)
Cht(b, 2pii X)e
k(ω+2pii〈µ−ξ,X〉). (11)
Let f(m,X) = 〈µ(m) − ξ,X〉 viewed as a real-valued function on U t × t. According to the
principle of stationary phase, we can include a bump function supported in a small neighborhood
of the critical set of f in the integrand of (12), and the error will be o(k−∞). The derivative
d(m,X)f = 〈dmµ,X〉+ 〈µ(m)− ξ, dX〉
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and in particular Crit(f) ⊂ µ−1(ξ) × t. Let χ be the pullback by µ of a bump function in t∗
supported in a small neighborhood of ξ. Thus
m(k, kξ) ∼
∑
t
t−kξ
∫
t
dXσt(X)
∫
µ−1
g/t
(Btr)
χ
tkLTd(M
t, 2pii X)
DtC(νM t,M ,
2pi
i X)
Cht(b, 2pii X)e
k(ω+2pii〈µ−ξ,X〉), (12)
where ∼ denotes equality modulo an o(k−∞) error.
Let Y = µ−1g (σ) be the cross-section for the principal face. By the cross-section theorem, a
neighborhood N of Y in M is Gσ-equivariantly diffeomorphic to
Y × g/gσ
where g/gσ ≃ g
⊥
σ is embedded in the orbit directions. Since µ
−1(ξ)∩µ−1g (t
∗) = µ−1g (ξ) ⊂ Y , by
taking r and supp(χ) sufficiently small, we can assume that supp(χ) ∩ µ−1
g/t(Br) is contained in
a small neighborhood of µ−1g (ξ) where the local model Y ×g/gσ is valid, and so we may replace
µ−1
g/t(B
t
r) with N
t in equation (12). In the next lemma we use the Thom form to integrate over
the (g/gσ)
t directions.
Lemma 3.3.
m(k, kξ) ∼
∑
t∈S
t−kξ
∫
t
dXσt(X)
∫
Y t
χ
tkLTd(Y
t, 2pii X)
DtC(νY t,Y ,
2pi
i X)
ek(ω+2pii〈µ−ξ,X〉)det
gσ/t
C (1−t
−1e−X). (13)
Proof. The neighborhood N t of Y t in M t is T -equivariantly diffeomorphic to
Y t × (g/gσ)
t = Y t × gt/gtσ
where gtσ = (gσ)
t is the subspace of gσ fixed by t. Moreover the almost complex structure
on N t is homotopic to a product almost complex structure, where Y t is equipped with an
almost complex structure compatible with the symplectic form in the cross-section, and gt/gtσ
is equipped with the almost complex structure whose +i-eigenspace is identified with a sum of
positive root spaces. Let
p : N t → Y t
denote the projection. For the normal bundle
νM t,M |Nt ≃ p
∗νY t,Y ⊕ (g/gσ)/(g/gσ)
t = p∗νY t,Y ⊕ g/(g
t + gσ),
and again the almost complex structure is homotopic to a product one, using a compatible
almost complex structure on the symplectic vector bundle νY t,Y , and an almost complex struc-
ture on g/(gt + gσ) whose +i-eigenspace is identified with a sum of positive root spaces. Using
the identifications above we obtain, up to equivariantly exact forms:
Td(M t, 2pii X)|Nt = Td(Y
t, 2pii X)det
gt/gtσ
C
( X
1− e−X
)
(14)
DtC(νM t,M ,
2pi
i X)|Nt = D
t
C(νY,Y t ,
2pi
i X)det
g/(gt+gσ)
C (1− t
−1e−X).
Since Y t ⊂ µ−1g (t
∗), the pullback of the equivariant Thom form τgt/t(X) to Y
t is just the
function
det
gt/t
C (
i
2piX) = det
gt/gtσ
C (
i
2piX)det
gtσ/t
C (
i
2piX).
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We recognize det
gt/gtσ
C (
i
2piX) as the equivariant Euler class of the trivial bundle Y
t × gt/gtσ.
Thus up to an equivariantly exact form, we have
τgt/t(X) = τp(X)det
gtσ/t
C (
i
2piX) (15)
where τp(X) is an equivariant Thom form for the vector bundle p : N
t = Y t × gt/gtσ → Y
t.
We next want to make the replacements (14), (15) in equation (12), and then use the Thom
form τp(X) to integrate over the fibres of p : N
t → Y t. In the integral over N t in (12), the
integrand has compact support and all terms in the integrand are equivariantly closed except
for the bump function χ. By Stokes’ theorem, replacing a form by a cohomologous form in the
integrand leads to an error term containing dχ; but dχ vanishes near µ−1(ξ), so the principle of
stationary phase implies the error will be o(k−∞). Similarly the formula (πp)∗(τp(X)α(X)) =
ι∗Y tα(X) applies when α(X) is equivariantly closed. But writing χ = 1−(1−χ), the principle of
stationary phase again shows that we can make this replacement up to an o(k−∞) error term.
After making these replacements and integrating over the fibre, the form τp(
2pi
i X) disappears.
There are various Lie theoretic factors left over:
det
g/gt
C (1− t
−1e−X)
det
g/(gt+gσ)
C (1− t
−1e−X)
det
gt/t
C
(1− e−X
X
)
det
gtσ/t
C (X)det
gt/gtσ
C
( X
1− e−X
)
which simplify to det
gσ/t
C (1 − t
−1e−X) (one uses that t acts trivially on gtσ/t and that (g
t +
gσ)/g
t ≃ gσ/g
t
σ). 
Choose a complementary subtorus T ′I so that T ≃ TI × T
′
I . The quotient map T → T/TI
induces an isomorphism of groups T ′I
∼
−→ T/TI . By adding additional points if necessary, we
may assume the finite subset S ⊂ T is a product SI ×S
′
I , where SI ⊂ TI , S
′
I ⊂ T
′
I and that the
image of S′I in T/TI contains the set SP from the introduction. Thus we will write elements of
S as products hg with h ∈ SI ⊂ TI and g ∈ S
′
I ⊂ T
′
I . We may assume the bump function σt is
a product σh · σg, where σh (resp. σg) is a bump function on tI (resp. t
′
I), satisfying∑
h∈SI
hˆ∗σh = 1,
∑
g∈S′I
gˆ∗σg = 1. (16)
The next lemma gives a further simplification of (13).
Lemma 3.4.
m(k, kξ) ∼
∑
g∈S′I
g−kξ
∫
t′I
dXσg(X)
∫
Y g
χ
gkLTd(Y
g, 2pii X)
DgC(νY g,Y ,
2pi
i X)
ek(ω+2pii〈µ−ξ,X〉). (17)
Proof. As TI acts trivially on Y and µ(Y ) ⊂ I, the characteristic forms in (13) only depend on
the component of X (resp. t) in t′I (resp. T
′
I). Likewise as ξ ∈ (Λ⊗Q) ∩ I, t
−kξ only depends
on the component g of t in T ′I . This means the following expression can be split off from (13)
and evaluated separately:
∑
h∈SI
∫
tI
dXσh(X)det
gσ/t
C (1− h
−1g−1e−X). (18)
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The determinant is given by a product:∏
α∈Rgσ
+
(1− h−αg−αe−2pii〈α,X〉).
When the product over Rgσ+ is expanded, we obtain an alternating sum of terms of the form
h−ζg−ζe−2pii〈ζ,X〉, where ζ is a sum of a subset of Rgσ+ . The elements of R
gσ
+ lie in ann(zσ), the
annihilator of zσ in t
∗. Since t∗ = z∗σ ⊕ ann(zσ) and I ⊂ z
∗
σ, it follows that either ζ = 0 or else
ζ /∈ I.
We claim that if ζ 6= 0, then the corresponding contribution to (18) is 0. Indeed taking the
Fourier transform of the first equation in (16), we find that for any [ζ] ∈ Λ/(Λ ∩ I), the weight
lattice of TI , we have ∑
h∈SI
h−[ζ]
∫
tI
σh(X)e
−2pii〈[ζ],X〉dX = δ0([ζ])
where δ0 is the function on Λ/(Λ ∩ I) equal to 1 at 0 and 0 otherwise, obtained by Fourier
transform of the constant function 1 on TI . Thus for ζ ∈ Λ,∑
h∈SI
h−ζ
∫
tI
σh(X)e
−2pii〈ζ,X〉dX = δΛ∩I(ζ), (19)
where δΛ∩I is the function on Λ equal to 1 on Λ ∩ I and 0 otherwise. In particular if ζ /∈ I we
see that the corresponding contribution in (18) vanishes.
On the other hand, using equation (16), the contribution from ζ = 0 to (18) is
∑
h∈SI
∫
tI
dXσh(X) = 1.
This yields the expression on the right-hand-side of (17). 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, or rather of the equivalent cohomological
formula (2).
The fibre P = µ−1(ξ) ⊂ Y is smooth, and the quotient Σe := Mξ = P/Gσ = P/T
′
I is an
orbifold (T ′I acts locally freely on P ). By the coisotropic embedding theorem, a neighborhood
of P in Y is T -equivariantly symplectomorphic to
P ×BI ⊂ P × I
where BI is a small ball around ξ in the subspace I ⊂ t
∗, the moment map µ is projection to
the second factor, and the symplectic form
ω|P×BI = ωξ + d〈η − ξ, θ〉 = ωξ + 〈dη, θ〉+ 〈η − ξ, Fθ〉,
where ωξ is the pullback of the symplectic form on the reduced space Mξ, η is the variable in
BI , θ ∈ Ω
1(P, t∗)T is a connection on P with curvature Fθ = dθ, and here as well as below
we have omitted pullbacks from the notation. A neighborhood of P g in Y g is T -equivariantly
symplectomorphic to
P g ×BgI = P
g ×BI ,
and T ′I acts locally freely on P
g, with the quotient Σg = P
g/T ′I being an orbifold. On the same
neighborhood we have
Td(Y g, 2pii X) = pr
∗
1Td(P
g, 2pii X)
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νY g,Y = pr
∗
1νP g,P ⇒ D
g
C(νY g,Y ,
2pi
i X) = pr
∗
1D
g
C(νP g,P ,
2pi
i X).
Below we will omit pr∗1 from the notation.
Take the bump function χ to have its support contained in the neighborhood of P where
the above local normal forms are valid. We may then integrate over I instead of BI , since χ
vanishes outside of P ×BI by assumption. On supp(χ),
ek(ω+2pii〈µ−ξ,X〉) = ek(ωξ+〈dη,θ〉+〈η−ξ,Fθ〉+2pii〈η−ξ,X〉).
Only the top degree part of ek〈dη,θ〉 contributes to the integral over I; this top degree part is
(−1)n(n−1)/2kndη · Θ, where n = dim(I), dη = Π dηa, Θ = Π θa in terms of coordinates on I.
The sign (−1)n(n−1)/2 relates the symplectic and product orientations for P g × I, so will be
absorbed when we use Fubini’s theorem to write the integral over P g×I as an iterated integral.
Let χ(η) = χ(η + ξ), a bump function on I supported near 0. Making these substitutions, as
well as a change of variables η  η + ξ in the integral over I, the asymptotic expression (17)
for m(k, kξ) simplifies to
kn
∑
g
g−kξ
∫
t′I×I
dX dη e2piik〈η,X〉σg(X)χ(η)
∫
P g
Θ
gkLTd(P
g, 2pii X)
DgC(νP g,P ,
2pi
i X)
ek(ωξ+〈η,Fθ〉). (20)
We need the following special case of the stationary phase expansion.
Proposition 3.5 (Stationary phase expansion, cf. [4], Lemma 7.7.3). Let u(X, η) be a Schwartz
function. We have the following asymptotic expansion in k:
∫
t′I×(t
′
I )
∗
dX dη e2piik〈η,X〉u(X, η) ∼
1
kn
∞∑
j=0
1
j!
(∑
a
i
2πk
∂
∂ηa
∂
∂Xa
)j
u(0, 0).
Remark 3.6. To obtain the expression here from the expression appearing in loc. cit., one sets
x = (X, η) ∈ R2n and A(X, η) = (η,X). Note also that in Ho¨rmander’s notation D = −i(d/dx).
We apply this to the smooth compactly supported function
u(X, η) = σg(X)χ(η)
∫
P g
Θ
gkLTd(P
g, 2pii X)
DgC(νP g,P ,
2pi
i X)
ek(ωξ+〈η,Fθ〉).
Although this function depends on k, the dependence is quasi-polynomial, and so the expansion
still applies. Since σg(X), χ(η) equal 1 in a neighborhood of 0, they have no effect on the
expansion. The η derivatives k−1∂ηa operate only on the factor e
k〈η,Fθ〉. The combined effect of
the operator Σa (i/2πk)∂ηa∂Xa is to replace X with (i/2π)Fθ , yielding the asymptotic expansion
m(k, kξ) ∼
∑
g
g−kξ
∫
P g
Θ
gkLTd(P
g, Fθ)
DgC(νP g,P , Fθ)
ekωξ . (21)
(By substituting Fθ for X in Td(P
g,X), DgC(νP g,P ,X)
−1, we mean to take the Taylor expansion
aroundX = 0 and substitute the differential form Fθ.) At this stage we see that the contribution
of g ∈ S′I vanishes unless P
g 6= ∅, so that S′I = SP (see the notation in the introduction). As the
characteristic forms Td(P g, Fθ), D
g
C(νP g,P , Fθ) appear multiplied by the form Θ, which has top
degree in the T ′I orbit directions, we can replace these characteristic forms with their horizontal
parts. Substituting Fθ for X and taking the horizontal part is the definition of the Cartan map
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for the locally free action of T ′I on the space P
g (cf. [9]), hence the result is the pullback along
the map P g → Σg = P
g/T ′I of the form
Td(Σg)
DgC(νΣ,Σg)
,
see also Remark 1.2. Similarly the 1st Chern form c1(LΣ) is obtained by applying the Cartan
map to the equivariant symplectic form ωt(X) = ω−〈µ,X〉, and results in c1(LΣ) = ωξ−〈ξ, Fθ〉.
Hence Ch(LΣ) = e
c1(LΣ) = eωξ−〈ξ,Fθ〉. The integral over the fibres of P g → Σg then gives 1/d,
where d : Σ = ⊔Σg → Z is the locally constant function giving the size of the generic stabilizer
for the T ′I ≃ T/TI action on ⊔P
g → Σ. Equation (21) becomes
m(k, kξ) ∼
∑
g∈SP
g−kξ
∫
Σg
1
d
gkLCh(LΣ)
kTd(Σ)
DgC(νΣg,Σ)
ek〈ξ,Fθ〉. (22)
As we explained in the introduction, because the left-hand-side is known to be quasi-polynomial
on the cone Cp, the asymptotic expansion must be exact for ξ ∈ p, and we have proven the
following.
Theorem 3.7. For (k, λ) ∈ (Z>0 × Λ) ∩ Cp,
m(k, λ) =
∑
g∈SP
g−λ
∫
Σg
1
d
gkLCh(LΣ)
kTd(Σ)
DgC(νΣg ,Σ)
e〈λ,Fθ〉.
Evaluating at k = 1, λ = 0 we recover (2).
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